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Subject: State Aid SA.103662(2022/N) – Germany 
Temporary lignite power supply reserve to save gas 

Excellency, 

1. PROCEDURE 

(1) By electronic notification of 20 September 2022, pursuant to Article 108(3) of the 
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (“TFEU”), Germany notified 
for legal certainty its plan to establish a temporary reserve of existing but hitherto 
not operating lignite-fired power plants (“the temporary reserve”) in order to save 
gas and to compensate the two affected operators for creating an obligation to 
maintain this reserve (the “measure”).  

(2) The Commission requested additional information on 22, 26 and 28 September 
2022, which was provided by the German authorities on 23, 26, 27 and 28 
September 2022. 

(3) Germany exceptionally agrees to waive its rights deriving from Article 342 of the 
TFEU, in conjunction with Article 3 of Regulation 1/19581 and to have this 
Decision adopted and notified in English. 

                                                 
1 Regulation No 1 determining the languages to be used by the European Economic Community (OJ 17, 

6.10.1958, p. 385). 
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2. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASURE 

2.1.Background and objectives 

(4) As noted by the Commission in the Temporary Crisis Framework (“TCF”)2, the 
Russian military aggression against Ukraine, the sanctions imposed on Russia and 
the counter measures taken by Russia, will have economic repercussions on the 
entire internal market. Undertakings in the Union are affected in multiple ways, 
both directly and indirectly. The energy market has been significantly impacted 
by increases in electricity and gas prices in the Union.  

(5) Since mid-June 2022, Russia has reduced its gas export volumes to Germany in 
an unprecedented way. On 23 June 2022, the German Minister for Economic 
Affairs and Climate Action declared the alert level pursuant to Article 8(2)(b) and 
Article 11(1) of Regulation (EU) 2017/1938 of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 25 October 20173, as the authorities determined the presence of a 
serious deterioration of the gas supply situation4. The alert level is the second of 
three levels according to the national Gas Emergency Plan (Notfallplan Gas), 
which is based on that Regulation.5,6 The serious risk of gas shortages was also 
recognised by the Commission in its Communication “Save Gas for a Safe 
Winter” of 22 June 2022.7 

(6) In this context, the German government designed the notified measure, which was 
presented to the German Parliament on 8 June 20228 and adopted on 8 July 
20229. The notified measure consists of temporarily allowing lignite-fired power 
plants that are not in operation to return to the market, so that more expensive 
gas-fired power plants would not be needed in electricity production. The aim of 

                                                 
2 Communication from the Commission, Temporary Crisis Framework for State Aid measures to 

support the economy following the aggression against Ukraine by Russia, C/2022/1890 (OJ C 131I, 
24.3.2022, p. 1), as amended on 20 July 2022. 

3 Regulation (EU) 2017/1938 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2017 
concerning measures to safeguard the security of gas supply and repealing Regulation (EU) No 
994/2010 (OJ L 280, 28.10.2017, p. 1). 

4  See press release „Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Klimaschutz ruft Alarmstufe des 
Notfallplans Gas aus – Versorgungssicherheit weiterhin gewährleistet“ of 23.6.2022, available at: 
https://www.bmwk.de/Redaktion/DE/Pressemitteilungen/2022/06/20220623-bundesministerium-ruft-
alarmstufe-des-notfallplans-gas-aus.html. 

5  For further background, see the FAQ on the gas emergency plan published by the German government 
under https://www.energiewechsel.de/Redaktion/DE/Downloads/F/faq-liste-notfallplan-
gas.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=10. 

6  The first level (early warning) had been declared on 30 March 2022. See press release 
“Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Klimaschutz ruft Frühwarnstufe des Notfallplans Gas aus – 
Versorgungssicherheit weiterhin gewährleistet“ of 30.03.2022, available at: 
https://www.bmwk.de/Redaktion/DE/Pressemitteilungen/2022/03/20220330-bmwk-ruft-
fruehwarnstufe-des-notfallplan-gas-versorgungssicherheit-gewaehrleistet.html. 

7  COM/2022/360 final.  
8  See press release „Weitere Schritte auf dem Weg zur Unabhängigkeit von russischen Gasimporten – 

Bundeskabinett beschließt Vorsorgemaßnahmen im Fall einer drohenden Gasmangellage“ of 8.6.2022, 
available at: https://www.bmwk.de/Redaktion/DE/Pressemitteilungen/2022/06/20220608-
bundeskabinett-beschliesst-vorsorgemassnahmen-im-fall-einer-drohenden-gasmangellage.html. 

9  Recital (11) below. 
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the measure is therefore to save natural gas in order to contribute to preventing a 
situation where Germany's high gas consumption is no longer secured by 
sufficient supply, which would result in a severe disruption of economic life in 
Germany. In such a case, Germany would be forced to announce the emergency 
level of the German Gas Emergency Plan that is based on Regulation (EU) 
2017/1938 and to take non-market-based measures to secure supply. In this 
scenario, the German Federal Network Agency (Bundesnetzagentur) would step 
in and decide who would continue to be supplied with natural gas and to which 
extent.  

(7) Germany submitted that such situation would worsen the already significant 
adverse impact of the current crisis on German economic activity. Since the 
outset of the Russian aggression against Ukraine, economic growth forecasts for 
2022 have been revised downward substantially10. If gas had to be rationed during 
the upcoming winter, significant negative effects in the German economy would 
have to be expected.  

(8) Germany added that consumer prices also increased against the backdrop of the 
Russian aggression against Ukraine. The main reason for this development is the 
sharp rise in energy prices, not least the skyrocketing price of gas, which also led 
to a sharp increase in the cost of electricity for private consumers.  

(9) The measure aims to provide the German and European electricity system with 
additional generation capacity on a short-term basis in order to replace electricity 
generation from natural gas as far as possible and thus save natural gas. In 
Germany’s view, a number of measures are necessary to achieve the intended 
objective, one of them for example the promotion of gas storage.11 Therefore, in 
Germany’s view, there is no single measure that will be capable of achieving the 
same results while being less distortive. The present measure will only reimburse 
restoration and standby costs for existing but not operating power plants, with an 
effective claw-back mechanism. There is no less distortive way of bringing these 
plants back to the market. 

(10) The German authorities emphasised that the measure is in line with the relevant 
principles set out in the Commission Communication "Save gas for a safe winter" 
of 20 July 202212, which also proposed an array of measures. The present 
measure meets these principles precisely because the lignite-fired power plants 
can make their contribution to Germany’s target to become more independent of 
gas from Russia by substituting in the very short term natural gas in the electricity 
sector. 

                                                 
10 See https://economy-finance.ec.europa.eu/economic-surveillance-eu-economies/germany/economic-

forecast-germany_en. 
11  See the press release quoted in footnote 4. 
12 COM/2022/360 final.  
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2.2. National legal basis 

(11) The legal basis for the measure is Article 1, No. 5, § 50d of the Backup Power 
Plants Law of 8 July 2022 (“the law”)13.  

(12) Article 1, No. 5, § 50d para. 9 of the law provides that § 50d may only be applied 
in accordance with and for the duration of an approval by the Commission under 
State aid rules.  

(13) Article 6 para. 2 of the law set outs that Article 1 No. 5, § 50d shall enter into 
force on the day on which the Commission has granted its approval under State 
aid rules. The Federal Ministry of Economics and Climate Protection shall then 
announce the date of entry into force of that Article in the Federal Law Gazette 
(Bundesgesetzblatt). 

2.3. Form and duration of support  

(14) According to § 50d para. 1 of the law, Germany will transfer the following five 
power plants, which are the only remaining power plants currently mothballed in 
the so-called security readiness mode (“Sicherheitsbereitschaft”)14, into the 
temporary reserve mode (befristete Versorgungsreserve Braunkohle): 

Table 1 – Lignite-fired power plants of the temporary reserve  

Operator Power plant Capacity 
(in MW) 

Date of 
mothballing 

End of security 
readiness 

RWE Niederaußem E 295 01/10/2018 30/09/2022 

RWE Niederaußem F 299 01/10/2018 30/09/2022 

LEAG Jänschwalde F 500 01/10/2018 30/09/2022 

RWE Neurath C 292 01/10/2019 30/09/2023 

LEAG Jänschwalde E 500 01/10/2019 30/09/2023 

 

(15) According to § 50d para.1 of the law, these five plants will stay in the temporary 
reserve from 1 October 2022 to 31 March 2024, subject to an evaluation by July 

                                                 
13 Gesetz zur Bereithaltung von Ersatzkraftwerken zur Reduzierung des Gasverbrauchs im Stromsektor 

im Fall einer drohenden Gasmangellage durch Änderungen des Energiewirtschaftsgesetzes und 
weiterer energiewirtschaftlicher Vorschriften (Ersatzkraftwerkebereithaltungsgesetz - EnWG), 
Bundesgesetzblatt Jahrgang 2022 Teil I Nr. 24, ausgegeben am 11.07.2022, Seite 1054, available in 
German at: https://dejure.org/BGBl/2022/BGBl._I_S._1054.  

14 See Commission Decision of 27 May 2016 in State Aid SA.42536 – Germany Closure of German 
lignite-fired power plants, OJ C 258, 15.7.2026, p.10, recital 6, according to which “each lignite-fired 
power plant block will initially be mothballed for four years, only to be called upon in extreme 
emergency situations, i.e. after all market-based, emergency and other reserve measures have been 
applied. This period is referred to as 'Sicherheitsbereitschaft' or security readiness. Since the plants 
will be mothballed throughout this period, their activation will require a ten days' notice period. After 
the four years, the power plants will be shut down definitively and decommissioned.” 
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2023 (§ 50j of the law). Following that date, the plants will have to be 
permanently shut down. Germany has explained that 31 March is the usual end of 
the heating season, where energy and gas demand are high and hence the potential 
for gas savings from the measure. Germany has further explained that the build-
up of alternative gas supply routes through floating LNG terminals is progressing 
and expected to be completed at the beginning of 2024, while emphasising that 
the purpose of the measure is to create a reserve that can be activated in a 
preventive manner. 

(16) § 50d para.2 of the law stipulates that, following the declaration of the alert or 
emergency level pursuant to Article 8(2)(b) and Article 11(1) of Regulation (EU) 
2017/1938 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 201715, 
the German government may, by means of a statutory order, permit the operators 
of the power plants concerned to operate on the electricity market for a limited 
period of time. It is further stipulated that in the said statutory order to be issued, 
the German government will define the length of the call period (Abrufzeitraum) 
for the plants. Germany confirmed that the plants will not be permitted to operate 
on the market for the full duration of the measure, but Germany expects several 
call periods of several months, especially in the winter and heating periods, and 
the initial call period will not be longer than 30 June 2023.  

(17) § 50d para.2 of the law stipulates that prior to the issuance of the statutory order, 
the competent national authorities need to examine and take into consideration the 
effects on the drinking water supply and to determine that the return of other 
fossil-fired plants (e.g. hard-coal fired power plants, not covered by this measure) 
is not sufficient to be able to guarantee the supply of gas.  

(18) During the period of the temporary reserve, the operators are obliged to keep the 
above listed power plants in a state which allows them to get fully operational 
within 10 days after the entry into force of the statutory order (§ 50d para. 3 of the 
law).  

(19) The operators are thus given the option to return to the market in the call periods, 
they are not obliged to do so (§ 50d para.4 of the law). Germany submitted the 
projected profits of the five power plants, based on which it is expected that the 
plants will return to the market. The plant operators will sell the electricity on the 
electricity market under market terms.  

(20) The operators of the plants of the temporary reserve receive compensation for the 
period they are in the temporary reserve outside the call periods. During the call 
periods there is no entitlement to cost compensation under the measure. The cost 
compensation is set forth in § 50d para. 5 - 7 of the law. The operators do not 
receive any cost compensation for the time in the call periods because they can 
generate profits operating on the market during these periods.  

(21) According to § 50d para.5 of the law, the eligible costs are:  

                                                 
15 Regulation (EU) 2017/1938 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2017 

concerning measures to safeguard the security of gas supply and repealing Regulation (EU) No 
994/2010 (OJ L 280, 28.10.2017, p. 1).  
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(a) the costs incurred by the operators that they can demonstrate as having 
been necessary to achieve operational readiness (the “restoration costs”) 
(Instandsetzungskosten), to the extent that these costs go beyond the 
measures for the security readiness, and  

(b) the costs incurred by the operators that they can demonstrate as having 
been necessary to stay available and ready to return to the market if called 
for (the “standby expenses”, Vorhaltekosten). For instance, those costs 
include costs for personnel, maintenance, servicing, repairs, additional 
insurances, and additional fixed mining cost. For plants that are still 
legally entitled to receive compensation under the security readiness until 
30 September 2023 for the time when they are not operating (see recital 
(14)), standby expenses under the notified measure will only be eligible as 
from 1 October 2023. 

(22) According to § 50d para.7 of the law, the German Federal Network Agency will 
be responsible for the verification of these costs (see also below) based on proof 
provided by the operators. 

(23) As regards the restoration costs, Germany submitted that the measures to be taken 
would be similar to a major inspection (große Revision)16, in order to make these 
plants ready to operate for an extended period (i.e. months) without interruption. 
This is a different mode of operation compared to the provision of security 
readiness, where the plants were only to be called upon by the Transmission 
System Operator (“TSO”) in extreme emergency situations, i.e. after all market-
based, emergency and other reserve measures have been applied, and for a very 
short period of time (i.e. few days or weeks). The present measure leads to a 
different mode of operating and conditioning of the plants than what had been 
needed for the security readiness.  

(24) As regards the standby costs, Germany noted that these are in principle the fixed 
costs for operation and maintenance under the expectation of regular operation 
including additional mining fixed costs. For those two power plants that are still 
under the security readiness until the end of September 2023, standby costs are 
not compensated for under the notified measure, but these plants remain entitled 
to the compensation that has been granted under the security readiness 
(Sicherheitsbereitschaft) for the time that they do not participate in the market. 
From 1 October 2023, i.e. from the time when the security readiness will have 
expired for these plants, the plants will be eligible for the standby costs under the 
notified measure. This is set forth in § 50d para. 5 sentence 3 of the law. Germany 
submits that this provision excludes cumulation.  

(25) § 50d para. 6 of the law provides for a settlement of the cost compensation at the 
end of the measure (31 March 2024). Until then, the operators themselves pay all 
costs necessary in advance. This settlement sets off the eligible cost as described 
in recital (21), as well as any payments received under the security readiness 
between 1 October 2022 and 30 September 2023 as described in recital (24), 
against the profits that the plants have been generating in the market as follows. 

                                                 
16 Major inspections are carried out about every four to eight years. During this time, the power plant is 

shut down for two to three months and undergoes a comprehensive inspection to ensure its operational 
readiness. 
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Pursuant to § 50d para.6 No. 1 of the law, the operators will receive the eligible 
costs to the extent that the cost compensation as described in recital (21) is greater 
than half of the profits generated by the plants in the call periods.17 The operators’ 
entitlement to cost compensation is set against the profits generated by the 
operators in the call periods, when profits will have turned out to be low and fully 
offset when profits will have turned out to be high. More concretely, the offset is 
applied to half of the profit generated when operating. Germany submitted that 
this is a claw back mechanism for the cost compensation once the amount of 
profits are known ex post. Germany explains that operators need however to 
retain some profit as an economic incentive to use their plants optimally on the 
electricity market and that the measure is effective in saving gas. 

(26) § 50d para.6 No. 2 of the law provides for the obligation of the operators to 
reimburse the remaining value of reusable plant components (i.e. technical plant 
components that can be removed from the plant of the temporary reserve after its 
final decommissioning at the end of the measure and be reused in another power 
plant) for which the operators have received cost compensation under the measure 
(investiver Vorteil). The residual value is calculated as of the date on which the 
plant is no longer in the temporary reserve. That is because cost compensation 
under the measure is paid for making the plant ready for operation. Germany 
explains that, after the end of the measure, the operators may be able to reuse 
certain plant components and sell them on the market, the economic value of 
which will not be paid for under this measure.  

(27) The amount of the cost compensation payable at the end of the temporary reserve, 
if there is one after the settlement, will be determined by the Federal Network 
Agency after the end of the temporary reserve at the request of an operator (§ 50d 
para. 7 of the law). The operators must provide the Federal Network Agency with 
evidence of the profits and prove the restoration costs and standby expenses. The 
operator can claim the settled amount, as determined by the Federal Network 
Agency, from the relevant TSO.  

2.4. Evaluation foreseen in national law  

(28) Pursuant to § 50j para.1 of the law, the German government shall report to the 
German Federal Parliament (Bundestag) within one year from the entry into force 
of the measure on the following18: i) whether it is necessary and appropriate to 
maintain the measure, in particular with regard to its effects on the energy 
industry and climate protection; and ii) on the impact of hard coal imports from 
mining regions outside Germany on the mining regions as regards the local 
environment, water supply, human rights and the status of structural 

                                                 
17 Simplified illustrative example of the mechanism provided by Germany: Assume the restoration costs 

and standby expenses are 20 before profits. Ex.1: If profits were 40 or more, the operator keeps the 
profits of 40 and needs to bear the costs of 20. No cost compensation is paid because with half of the 
profits generated the operator must bear all costs. Ex.2: If profits were 30, the operator keeps the 
profits of 30 but needs to bear the costs up to 15, so the settled cost compensation would be 5. Ex.3: If 
profits were 20: The operator receives a settled cost compensation of 10, as half of the profits are 10 
and costs were 20. The operator receives the difference between half of profits and the eligible costs. 

18 For completeness, it is noted that the evaluation will concern also other measures taken by Germany 
and that are included in the law, which are however not within the scope of the present decision.  
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transformation projects in the mining regions. The German government shall 
publish the report. 

(29) In the notification, Germany committed not to prolong the operation of the plants 
on the electricity market in a call period, if the report mentioned in the previous 
recital clearly discourages the further operation of the plants or if at that time 
Germany is neither in an early warning nor alert situation as regards the gas 
supply. 

(30) Furthermore, in line with § 50j para.2 of the law, after the end of March 2024, the 
Federal Ministry of Economics and Climate Protection must review whether and 
how many additional greenhouse gas emissions have been emitted as a 
consequence of the application of the law, which includes, among others, also the 
notified measure, and has to make proposals by no later than the end of June 
2024, how these additional emissions could be balanced by future policy 
measures leading to emission savings.  

2.5. Beneficiaries  

(31) Two operators will benefit from the measure: Lausitz Energie Kraftwerke 
(LEAG) AG (corporate seat: Cottbus, Germany) and RWE AG (corporate seat: 
Essen, Germany). Two of the five power plants in the temporary reserve are 
operated by LEAG and the remaining three are operated by RWE. 

2.6. Budget and financing  

(32) If the beneficiary undertakings are entitled to receive a cost compensation, the 
exact amount will depend on the profits that they generated during the call 
periods (see recital (25)). At the end of the measure, i.e. at the end of March 2024, 
a settlement will be made. Until then, the companies bear all their costs.  

(33) Germany explained that the exact budget of the measure cannot be determined at 
present, but it is estimated at a total amount of EUR 450 million. This is based on 
estimates of how high the operators’ costs for establishing operational readiness 
and annual fixed costs could be by the end of March 2024. For the establishment 
of operational readiness, the costs are estimated at a non-recurring EUR […] 
million (EUR […] million per power plant). Assuming annual fixed costs of an 
estimated EUR […] per MW per year, total costs for all power plants (1,9 GW) 
are expected to be around EUR […] million by end of March 2024.  

(34) Germany submitted that in view of the current very high energy prices, it cannot 
be ruled out that the operators will not be entitled to reimbursement of costs, 
because the potential profits on the electricity market might far exceed the costs 
described above. 

(35) Regarding financing, Germany submitted that if the operator has a cost 
compensation claim, which has been determined by the Federal Network Agency, 
the cost compensation is financed via the existing network charge system 
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(Netzentgeltsystem)19. The costs of the measure are costs that the TSOs need to 
bear, as, pursuant to § 50d para.7 of the law, the operator’s claim is against the 
respective TSO20. The Federal Network Agency can make specifications in the 
network charges to take into account the costs incurred by the TSOs due to the 
costs of the measure (§ 50d para.7 of the law). As the network charges are 
imposed by law (§20 (1) of the Energy Industry Act and §3 (2) of the Electricity 
Network Charges Ordinance21) on the network users, the financing burden of the 
measure will be finally passed on to the network users.  

2.7. Cumulation and transparency  

(36) Germany confirmed that the support under the measure cannot be cumulated with 
aid or de minimis aid22 received from other local, regional or national aid to cover 
the same eligible costs. Germany submits that there is no cumulation with the 
security readiness, because the restoration costs will be compensated only to the 
extent that these costs go beyond the measures for the security readiness (recital 
(21)) and there is also a special rule in relation to the two plants that are still 
under the security readiness until 30 September 2023 (recital (24)). 

(37) Where centrally managed Union funding is combined with State aid, it has to be 
ensured that the total amount of public funding granted in relation to the same 
eligible costs does not lead to overcompensation. 

(38) Germany also confirmed that it will publish on a single national or regional 
website the following: the full text of the approved aid scheme or the individual 
aid granting decision and its implementing provisions, or a link to it; the identity 
of the granting authority/(ies); the identity of the individual beneficiary(ies), the 
aid instrument and amount of aid granted to each beneficiary(ies); the objective of 
the aid, the date of granting, the type of undertaking (for example SME, large 

                                                 
19 See here information on the network charges: 

https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/EN/RulingChambers/Chamber8/RC8_06_Network%20charges/RC
8_06_Network%20charges.html. 

20 Electricity TSOs in Germany are private undertakings, though most of them are ultimately publicly 
owned. 

21 See §20 (1) of the Energy Industry Act (Energiewirtschaftsgesetz - EnWG), based on which network 
operators charge the network users for the access to the network („Betreiber von 
Energieversorgungsnetzen haben jedermann nach sachlich gerechtfertigten Kriterien 
diskriminierungsfrei Netzzugang zu gewähren sowie die Bedingungen, einschließlich möglichst 
bundesweit einheitlicher Musterverträge, Konzessionsabgaben und unmittelbar nach deren 
Ermittlung, aber spätestens zum 15. Oktober eines Jahres für das Folgejahr Entgelte für diesen 
Netzzugang im Internet zu veröffentlichen.“). Also, §3 (2) of the Electricity Network Charges 
Ordinance (Stromnetzentgeltverordnung - StromNEV), according to which the payment of the network 
charges covers the use of the network or transformer level of the respective operator of the electricity 
supply network to which the network user is connected and all upstream network and transformer 
levels ("Mit der Entrichtung des Netzentgelts wird die Nutzung der Netz- oder Umspannebene des 
jeweiligen Betreibers des Elektrizitätsversorgungsnetzes, an die der Netznutzer angeschlossen ist, und 
aller vorgelagerten Netz- und Umspannebenen abgegolten.“  

22 Commission Regulation (EU) No 1407/2013 of 18 December 2013 on the application of Articles 107 
and 108 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to de minimis aid (OJ L 352, 
24.12.2013, p. 1) and Commission Regulation (EU) No 717/2014 of 27 June 2014 on the application 
of Articles 107 and 108 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to de minimis aid in 
the fishery and aquaculture sector (OJ L 190, 28.6.2014, p. 45). 
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company); the Commission's aid measure reference number; the region where the 
beneficiary is located (at NUTS level 2) and the principal economic sector of the 
beneficiary(ies) (at NACE group level).  

2.8. Position of German authorities 

(39) Germany considers that the measure does not constitute State aid, based on two 
arguments. In the first place, it argues that the measure is not financed from State 
resources, but merely governs an exchange of funds between private parties (see 
recital (35)). Secondly, it argues that there is no advantage for the companies 
concerned given that the cost compensation, if any granted, constitutes a pure cost 
reimbursement (see recital (45)).  

(40) Nevertheless, Germany takes the view that, should it be considered as aid by the 
Commission, the measure would be compatible with the internal market, under 
Article 107(3)(b) TFEU, as it is necessary, appropriate and proportionate. 

(41) Germany explains that the measure is necessary to enable the five lignite-fired 
power plants affected by the measure to return temporarily to the electricity 
market. Without the measure, these power plants would be required to shut down 
permanently in October 2022 (Niederaußem E, Niederaußem F, Jänschwalde F) 
and October 2023 (Neurath C, Jänschwalde E) (see recital (14)). Furthermore, 
these power plants are currently mothballed (vorläufig stillgelegt). Germany 
submitted that the crisis as it currently stands, forces Germany to examine and 
implement every possible measure to reduce natural gas consumption. Since 
lignite has far lower costs than gas-fired plants, Germany expects a substitution of 
gas-fired electricity production and estimates potential natural gas savings with 
the measure between 4 and 6 TWh in Germany and 9 to 10 TWh across Europe. 

(42) Furthermore, Germany argues that the measure is appropriate as in view of the 
current energy crisis resulting from the Russian aggression against Ukraine. It is a 
pan-European concern to reduce natural gas consumption and save natural gas 
and through the measure, natural gas consumption in Germany and thus Europe 
will be reduced. 

(43) Germany submits that the lignite-fired power plants described in recital (14) are 
power plants with the usual emissions for lignite and their operators must comply 
with the currently applicable emission standards. Also, the operators must back 
the operation of the lignite power plant with CO2 certificates. Finally, lock-in 
effects are avoided limiting the measure in time until 31 March 2024 and by an 
obligation to shut down the plants permanently at the end of March 2024. 
Germany points out that the measure does not affect Germany’s target for a 
complete coal phase-out, ideally by 2030.  

(44) Furthermore, the German authorities submit that the measure complies with the 
relevant principles set out in the Commission Communication "Save gas for a 
safe winter" of 20 July 202223. This is because the lignite-fired power plants can 
make their contribution to Germany’s target to become more independent of 
fossil fuels from Russia by substituting in the very short term natural gas in the 

                                                 
23 COM/2022/360 final.  
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electricity sector. In addition, various legal requirements are aimed to mitigate the 
environmental drawbacks of using lignite in these power plants (see recital (44)).  

(45) Finally, in Germany’s view, the measure is proportionate for the following 
reasons:  

(a) The measure is a pure cost reimbursement: If the relevant threshold is met 
(see recital (25)), the operators are reimbursed only for the costs or part of 
the costs they have incurred as a result of the obligation to make their 
plants ready for operation and to keep them operational during the 
temporary reserve period.  

(b) If the profits generated on the electricity market during the call periods 
exceed the relevant threshold (see recital (25)), the operators lose their 
entitlement to cost compensation in part or in full. The threshold and the 
associated possibility of a claim to cost compensation creates an economic 
incentive for the operators to use their plants optimally on the electricity 
market. 

3. ASSESSMENT OF THE MEASURE 

3.1. Existence of State aid within the meaning of Article 107(1) TFEU 

(46) According to 107(1) TFEU, “save as otherwise provided in the Treaties, any aid 
granted by a Member State or through State resources in any form whatsoever 
which distorts or threatens to distort competition by favouring certain 
undertakings or the production of certain goods shall, in so far as it affects trade 
between Member States, be incompatible with the internal market”.  

(47) For a measure to be categorised as aid within the meaning of Article 107(1) 
TFEU, all the cumulative conditions set out in that provision must be fulfilled. 
First, the measure must be imputable to the State and financed through State 
resources. Second, it must confer an advantage on its recipients. Third, that 
advantage must be selective in nature. Fourth, the measure must distort or 
threaten to distort competition and affect trade between Member States.  

3.1.1. Imputability and State resources 

(48) In order for an advantage to be categorised as being granted by a Member State or 
through State resources in any form whatsoever, it must (i) be imputable to the 
State and (ii) be given directly or indirectly through State resources. 

(49) As regards imputability, the measure and its parameters are provided for in 
national legislation, more specifically in the law (see recital (11)). Being a legal 
act adopted by the German Federal Parliament, it is imputable to the State. In 
addition, the cost compensation will be paid by the TSOs. The fact that the TSOs 
in Germany are undertakings established under civil law (see recital (35)) does 
not change the finding of imputability as those undertakings have no margin of 
discretion when carrying out the tasks entrusted to them by the German State 
under the law for this measure, because they have the obligation to pay to the 
beneficiary operators the cost compensation amount that was determined by the 
Federal Network Agency (§ 50d para.7 of the law). 
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(50) The TSOs will act under the supervision of the Federal Network Agency (an 
independent federal authority within the scope of business of the Federal Ministry 
of Economics and Climate Protection), which will determine the amounts to be 
paid to the operators, if any. As described in recital (27), when claiming cost 
compensation under the measure, the operator will submit to the Federal Network 
Agency proof of the actual costs incurred and of the profits generated during the 
duration of the measure. The Federal Network Agency will determine on that 
basis the cost compensation amount to which the operator is entitled to and which 
it can claim from the responsible TSO. The Federal Network Agency can, when 
setting the network charges, take into consideration also the costs incurred by the 
TSOs due to the measure (see recital (35)). 

(51) In view of the above, the Commission considers that the measure is imputable to 
the German State.  

(52) As regards State resources, the mere fact that the measure is not financed directly 
from the State budget is not sufficient to exclude State resources being involved. 
It follows from the case law of the Union Courts that it is not necessary to 
establish in every case that there has been a transfer of money from the budget or 
from a public entity for the advantage granted to one or more undertakings to be 
capable of being recognised as State aid within the meaning of Article 107(1) 
TFEU24. 

(53) The originally private nature of the resources does not prevent them being 
regarded as State resources within the meaning of Article 107(1) TFEU25. Hence, 
the mere fact that a measure benefiting certain economic operators in a given 
sector is partially financed by contributions imposed by the public authority and 
levied on the undertakings concerned is not sufficient to take away from that 
measure its status of aid granted by the State within the meaning of Article 107(1) 
TFEU26. 

(54) In the EEG27 judgment, as later confirmed in the Covestro28, Achema29 and FVE 
Holýšov30 judgments, it was established that there are two alternative criteria to 

                                                 
24 Judgment of 16 May 2002, France v Commission, C-482/99, EU:C:2002:294, paragraph 36; judgment 

of 17 July 2008, Essent Netwerk Noord and Others, C-206/06, EU:C:2008:413, paragraph 70; 
judgment of 19 December 2013, Association Vent De Colère!, C-262/12, EU:C:2013:851, paragraphs 
19 to 21 and judgment of 13 September 2017, ENEA, C-329/15, EU:C:2017:671, paragraph 25, and 
judgment of 19 March 2013, Bouygues Telecom v Commission, C-399/10 P and C-401/10 P, 
EU:C:2013:175, paragraph 100. 

25 Judgment of 12 December 1996, Air France v Commission, T-358/94, EU:T:1996:194, paragraphs 63 
to 65. 

26 Judgment of 27 September 2012, France v Commission, T-139/09, EU:T:2012:496 paragraph 61.  
27  Judgment of 28 March 2019, Germany v Commission, C 405/16 P, ECLI:EU:C:2019:268. 
28  Judgment of 6 October 2021, Covestro Deutschland v Commission, T-745/18, EU:T:2021:644, 

paragraph 95. 
29 Judgment of the Court of 15 May 2019, Achema AB and Others v Valstybinė kainų ir energetikos 

kontrolės komisija (VKEKK), Case C-706/17, ECLI:EU:C:2019:407.  
30 Judgment of 16 September 2021, FVE Holýšov I s. r. o. v Commission, C-850/19 P, EU:C:2021:740, 

paragraphs 84 to 97. 
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establish the existence of State resources, i.e. the existence of State resources is 
proven, if at least one of the said criteria is fulfilled: 

(a) Presence of a mandatory levy; 

(b) Presence of State control over the fund manager or over the funds 
themselves. 

(55) State resources are present in particular where the Member State finances a 
measure by introducing a compulsory measure (e.g. a surcharge) to be paid by 
companies or by consumers.31 In particular, the judgments Covestro and FVE 
Holýšov have clarified that it is irrelevant for the presence of State resources:  

(a) whether the entity that collects the receipts of the compulsory measure is 
State-owned or private; 

(b) whether the compulsory measure is imposed on intermediary actors, such 
as electricity suppliers, or final consumers.  

(56) In contrast to Germany’s view (see recital (39)), the Commission considers that 
the measure does not merely govern an exchange of funds between private 
parties. As a preliminary remark, it should be observed that the measure is not 
financed from the budget of Germany. Nevertheless, the Commission considers, 
in line with the case-law cited above, that the measure involves State resources as 
is demonstrated below. 

3.1.2. Presence of a mandatory levy 

(57) In the present case, as provided for in the law and as recognised by Germany (see 
recital (35)), the TSOs are obliged to bear the costs of the measure entailed in the 
law. This is a unilateral obligation imposed by the State on the TSOs and it does 
not derive from an underlying contractual/transactional relationship between the 
TSOs and the two beneficiary operators. The TSOs are obliged to compensate the 
costs incurred by the beneficiaries for their restoration and standby costs when 
market profits derived from electricity supply remain below a certain threshold. 
Consequently, in the Commission’s view, the financial charge imposed by law on 
the TSOs is a de iure mandatory levy imposed on them by the German State.  

(58) The TSOs can subsequently ask for reimbursement of these costs through the 
network charges. The Commission notes that, according to § 50d para.7 of the 
law, the Federal Network Agency, when reviewing the network charges of the 
TSOs, can take into take account the costs incurred by the TSOs due to the 
measure (see recital (35)). As the network charges have to be cost-reflective, in 
line with Article 18(1)32 of the Regulation (EU) 2019/943 of the European 

                                                 
31 Judgment of 6 October 2021, Covestro Deutschland v Commission, T-745/18, EU:T:2021:644, 

paragraphs 95 to 97 and 118 to 119; judgment of 16 September 2021, FVE Holýšov I s. r. o. v 
Commission, C-850/19 P, EU:C:2021:740, paragraph 46.  

32 Article 18(1) reads: “Charges applied by network operators for access to networks, including charges 
for connection to the networks, charges for use of networks, and, where applicable, charges for related 
network reinforcements, shall be cost-reflective, transparent, take into account the need for network 
security and flexibility and reflect actual costs incurred insofar as they correspond to those of an 
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Parliament and of the Council of 5 June 2019 on the internal market for electricity 
(recast)33, the agency will have to take into account for the network charges the 
costs of the TSOs due to the measure, to the extent that such costs have indeed 
been incurred. In other words, if the TSOs ask for reimbursement of their costs 
incurred from the measure, the Federal Network Agency has no discretion 
whether or not to include those costs but will include them. The Commission 
finally notes that, under German law (see recital (35)), the network charges are 
imposed on the network users for having access to the network. 

(59) In view of the above consideration, the Commission considers that the measure is 
financed from State resources since it is financed from the proceeds of a 
mandatory levy imposed by the German State. 

3.1.3. Presence of State control over the funds themselves 

(60) The Commission considers that is not necessary for this second condition to be 
met, as it is alternative to the first condition of the presence of a mandatory levy. 
Nevertheless, the Commission makes the following considerations, which further 
support the finding of State resources.  

(61) First, the Commission notes that the measure has a compulsory nature, as it 
creates a legal claim for the eligible beneficiaries and an obligation for the TSOs 
to pay the support (see recital (35)). This is a unilateral obligation imposed by the 
State on the TSOs and it does not derive from an underlying 
contractual/transactional relationship between the TSOs and the two beneficiary 
operators. The law stipulates the rules for determining the amount of the cost 
compensation and imposes an obligation on the TSOs to pay the cost 
compensation (§ 50d para.7 of the law). The TSOs do not have discretion in 
defining the obligation to pay the two operators, as the cost compensation amount 
is determined by the Federal Network Agency (which is a public authority). The 
TSOs are merely obliged to compensate the costs incurred by the beneficiaries for 
their restoration and standby costs when market profits derived from electricity 
supply remain below a certain threshold. This demonstrates that the TSOs act as a 
mere intermediary in the implementation of the measure by the State, aiming to 
achieve objectives in the public interest (i.e. to save natural gas).  

(62) Furthermore, the amount of the mandatory levy is analogous to the costs of the 
measure at issue, since the TSO’s costs taken into account are actual costs, 
occurred by the TSOs for paying to the beneficiary operators for their actual costs 
for restoration and standby. Also, as mentioned above, the network charges have 
to be cost-reflective, in line with 18(1) 34 of the Regulation (EU) 2019/943 of the 

                                                                                                                                                 
efficient and structurally comparable network operator and are applied in a non-discriminatory 
manner. Those charges shall not include unrelated costs supporting unrelated policy objectives.”  

33 OJ L 158, 14.6.2019, p. 54.  
34 Article 18(1) reads: “Charges applied by network operators for access to networks, including charges 

for connection to the networks, charges for use of networks, and, where applicable, charges for related 
network reinforcements, shall be cost-reflective, transparent, take into account the need for network 
security and flexibility and reflect actual costs incurred insofar as they correspond to those of an 
efficient and structurally comparable network operator and are applied in a non-discriminatory 
manner. Those charges shall not include unrelated costs supporting unrelated policy objectives.”  
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European Parliament and of the Council of 5 June 2019 on the internal market for 
electricity (recast). 

(63) The Commission finds therefore that the funds are collected, managed and 
apportioned according to the specifications and objectives set out by the State 
through legislation. 

(64) In view of the above considerations, the Commission concludes that the criterion 
of State resources is met.  

3.1.4. Economic Advantage 

(65) An advantage, within the meaning of Article 107(1) TFEU, is any economic 
benefit which an undertaking would not have obtained under normal market 
conditions, that is to say in the absence of State intervention. Whenever the 
financial situation of an undertaking is improved as a result of State intervention 
on terms differing from normal market conditions, an advantage is present.  

(66) The Commission notes first that the measure allows the plants of the temporary 
reserve to re-enter the market and make profit. Without the measure, these plants 
would have been excluded from accessing the market, both for legal reasons - as 
they would have to be shut down in October 2022 and October 2023 (see recital 
(14)) - and due to necessary technical upgrades - as they have been in a 
mothballed state in the last years.  

(67) The measure provides insurance to the operators that upfront costs to enable their 
market participation, namely restoration costs and standby costs, will be fully 
reimbursed, if their profits from market participation do not exceed a certain level 
or they decide not to participate at all (see recital (25)). The measure therefore 
enables operators to bring back mothballed plants into the market while 
eliminating the risk that related set-up costs could not be earned back. This 
constitutes an advantage that an undertaking would not have obtained under 
normal market conditions.  

(68) In contrast to Germany’s view (see recital (39)), the Commission considers that 
the insurance offered with the measure to the two beneficiary operators can still 
amount to an advantage, even if the actual amount of costs compensation is 
determined at the end of the measure after looking at the profits that the operators 
generated while operating on the market. 

(69) Therefore, it follows that the support under the measure confers an advantage 
within the meaning of Article 107(1) TFEU. 

3.1.5. Selectivity 

(70) The advantage granted by the measure is selective, since it is awarded only to 
certain undertakings, i.e. the two undertakings described in recital (31) that own 
the lignite-fired power plants that will be transferred to the temporary reserve.  
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3.1.6. Impact on competition and on trade between Member States 

(71) A measure granted by the State is considered to distort or threaten to distort 
competition when it is liable to improve the competitive position of the recipient 
compared to other undertakings with which it competes.35 

(72) The electricity generation sector, in which the beneficiaries of the measure are 
active, is open to competition. Due to the measure, the lignite fired-power plants 
that would have otherwise closed will now remain open and might be permitted to 
enter the market, which is likely to affect the merit order as the lignite costs are 
lower than natural gas costs. The measure hence threatens to distort competition 
in the electricity market. 

(73) In accordance with settled case-law, for the purpose of categorising a national 
measure as State aid, it is not necessary to establish that the aid has an actual 
effect on trade between Member States but only to examine whether the aid is 
liable to affect such trade.36 In particular, when aid granted by a Member State 
strengthens the position of an undertaking compared with other undertakings 
competing in intra-Union trade, the latter must be regarded as affected by that aid.  

(74) The beneficiaries of the measure are active in the electricity sector, which is open 
to trade between Member States. The Commission also notes that the German 
market is well-connected and coupled with the bidding areas of neighbouring 
countries. The measure is therefore liable to affect trade between Member States. 

3.1.7. Conclusion regarding existence of State aid 

(75) Based on the foregoing, the Commission concludes that, on the basis of the 
information provided by the German authorities in the present case, the measure 
confers State aid on the undertakings concerned.  

3.2. Lawfulness of the aid  

(76) By notifying the measure before its implementation, the German authorities have 
respected the notification and standstill obligation laid down in Article 108(3) 
TFEU. 

3.3. Compatibility of the aid  

3.3.1. Legal basis for assessment and existence of a serious disturbance  

(77) The German authorities invoked as legal basis for the compatibility assessment of 
the measure, in case it is found to constitute State aid, Article 107(3)(b) TFEU, 
according to which the Commission may declare compatible with the internal 
market aid “to remedy a serious disturbance in the economy of a Member State”.  

                                                 
35 Judgment of 17 September 1980, Phillip Morris, 730/79, EU:C:1980:209, paragraph 11 and Judgment 

of 15 June 2000, Alzetta Mauro and others v Commission, T-298/97, T-312/97, T-313/97, T-315/97, 
T-600/97 to 607/97, T-1/98, T-3/98 to T-6/98 and T-23/98, EU:T:2000:151, paragraph 80. 

36 Judgments of 26 October 2016, Orange v Commission, C-211/15 P, EU:C:2016:798, paragraph 64, 
and of 18 May 2017, Fondul Proprietatea, C-150/16, EU:C:2017:388, paragraph 29. 
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(78) For the purpose of applying Article 107(3)(b) TFEU, the Commission recalls that 
the Union courts have ruled that the disturbance must affect the whole or an 
important part of the economy of the Member State concerned, and not merely 
that of one of its regions or parts of its territory. This, moreover, is in line with the 
need to make a strict interpretation of any exceptional provision such as Article 
107(3)(b) TFEU.37 That interpretation has been consistently applied by the 
Commission in its decision-making.38 

(79) On 23 March 2022, the Commission adopted the TCF for State aid measures to 
support the economy following the aggression against Ukraine by Russia, thereby 
acknowledging that the aggression has caused a serious disturbance in the 
economy of all Member States. In its first amendment of 20 July 2022, the 
Commission considered that is necessary to adjust the measures set out in the 
TCF in view of the prolonged military aggression by Russia and the aggravating 
direct and indirect effects on the Union economy overall and the economies of all 
Member States39.  

(80) As described in point 35 of the TCF, the Commission has acknowledged that “the 
aggression against Ukraine by Russia, the sanctions imposed by the EU or its 
international partners and the counter measures taken, for example by Russia 
have created significant economic uncertainties, disrupted trade flows and supply 
chains and led to exceptionally large and unexpected price increases, especially 
in natural gas and electricity, but also in numerous other input and raw materials 
and primary goods, including in the agri-food sector. Those effects taken together 
have caused a serious disturbance of the economy in all Member States. Supply 
chain disruptions and increased uncertainty have direct or indirect effects that 
affect many sectors. In addition, rising energy prices affect virtually every 
economic activity in all Member States. The Commission considers accordingly, 
that a wide range of economic sectors in all Member States are affected by a 
serious economic disturbance”.  

(81) On that basis, the Commission laid down, in the TCF, the criteria for the 
assessment of State aid measures that Member States may take to remedy that 
serious disturbance. In particular, the TCF explains in point 36 that State aid is “in 
particular justified and can be declared compatible with the internal market on 
the basis of Article 107(3)(b) TFEU, for a limited period, if it serves to remedy 
the liquidity shortage faced by undertakings that are directly or indirectly 
affected by the serious disturbance of the economy […]”.  

                                                 
37 Judgment of 15 December 1999, Freistaat Sachsen and others v Commission, T-132/96 and T-143/96, 

EU:T:1999:326, paragraph 167. 
38 Commission Decision 98/490/EC in Case C 47/96 Crédit Lyonnais (OJ L 221, 8.8.1998, p. 28), point 

10.1; Commission Decision 2005/345/EC in Case C 28/02 Bankgesellschaft Berlin (OJ L 116, 
4.5.2005, p. 1), points 153 et seq.; and Commission Decision 2008/263/EC in Case C 50/06 BAWAG 
(OJ L 83, 26.3.2008, p. 7), point 166. See Commission Decision in Case NN 70/07 Northern Rock (OJ 
C 43, 16.2.2008, p. 1); Commission Decision in Case NN 25/08 Rescue aid to Risikoabschirmung 
WestLB (OJ C 189, 26.7.2008, p. 3); Commission Decision of 4 June 2008 in State aid C 9/08 
SachsenLB (OJ L 104, 24.4.2009, p. 34); and Commission Decision of 16 June 2017 in case SA.32544 
(2011/C) Restructuring of TRAINOSE S.A (OJ L 186, 24.7.2018, p. 25). 

39 Communication from the Commission - Amendment to the Temporary Crisis Framework for State Aid 
measures to support the economy following the aggression against Ukraine by Russia (OJ C 280, 
21.7.2022, p. 1).  
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(82) In addition to aid aimed to remedy the liquidity shortages of affected undertakings 
(see sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 of the TCF), the TCF lays down, in section 2.4, the 
conditions under which temporary support could be provided to “alleviate 
exceptionally severe increases in the price of natural gas and electricity which 
undertakings may not be able to pass on or adapt to in the short term”. The stated 
purpose of such support is “to mitigate the consequences for undertakings and 
help them cope with the steep cost increases as a consequence of the current 
crisis, and also reduce the inflationary pressure from energy price increases”.  

(83) Sections 2.5 and 2.6 of the TCF set out the conditions for measures aimed to 
accelerate the rollout of renewable energy, storage and renewable heat and to 
decarbonise industrial production processes through electrification and/or the use 
of renewable and certain types of electricity-based hydrogen and energy 
efficiency measures.  

(84) The TCF provides a framework for the assessment of certain support measures, 
but does not address measures such as the present aiming to replace electricity 
generation from natural gas by other fuels in order to reduce natural gas 
consumption in the electricity sector. Therefore, the Commission considers that 
the measure does not fall within the scope of the TCF. Nevertheless, the TCF 
describes in its point 26quater certain principles that may apply to the present 
measure (see recital (94) et seq.).  

(85) As regards the characteristics of the serious disturbance invoked by Germany (see 
recitals (4)-(7)), the Commission notes that they overlap with the serious 
disturbance of the economy recognised by the Commission in the TCF as 
affecting all Member States. That serious disturbance affects the whole economy 
of Germany and in particular the important energy sector and dependent value 
chains. It materialises in particular through the combination of high energy prices 
and the volatility and uncertainty of the gas market, spurred by the Russian 
military aggression against Ukraine. The Commission also notes that the 
deteriorating GDP growth forecasts for Germany for 2022 and 2023 are 
recognised also by external sources40.  

(86) In view of the above, the Commission considers that Article 107(3)(b) TFEU is 
an appropriate legal basis for the compatibility assessment of the measure and 
assessed the measure’s necessity, appropriateness and proportionality.  

3.3.2. Necessity 

(87) In order to fulfil the necessity criterion, the measure must be necessary to attain 
the intended objective to remedy a serious disturbance in the economy, in the 
sense that, without it, market forces alone would not succeed in attaining the 
objective. Aid which improves the financial situation of the beneficiary 

                                                 
40 See for instance: ifo Economic Forecast Autumn 2022: Inflation Stifles Private Consumption - German 

Economy Facing a Hard Winter, dated 12 September 2022 (available here: 
https://www.ifo.de/en/facts/2022-09-12/ifo-economic-forecast-autumn-2022-inflation-stifles-private-
consumption-german); and IfW Kiel Institute for the World Economy, Autumn forecast: High energy 
prices push German economy into recession, 8 September 2022 (available here: https://www.ifw-
kiel.de/publications/media-information/2022/autumn-forecast-high-energy-prices-push-german-
economy-into-recession/.  
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undertakings but is not necessary to attain the intended objective cannot be 
considered to be compatible with the internal market. 

(88) The Commission recalls that in its Communication "Save gas for a safe winter", it 
has called on the Member States to take immediate action to avoid a sudden gas 
shortage and supply disruption in the winter period: “All efforts across Member 
States, in power generation, industries and households, should first focus on 
substitution possibilities that would enable to shift away from the use of natural 
gas, while always bearing in mind the trade-offs such choices may imply, as for 
instance, when (re-)introducing for example coal into the mix, even on a 
temporary basis. The priority is to switch fuels towards clean energy sources, 
wherever technically feasible, in a timely and cost-effective manner. […] Natural 
gas substitution possibilities towards more carbon-intensive sources such as 
diesel or coal, will need to be temporarily deployed as well, with the necessary 
environmental safeguard clauses, where no other cleaner solutions are possible. 
To this end, time-limited fuel switching possibilities can be supported at the EU 
and Member State levels.” In that Communication, the Commission has also 
provided economic scenarios in case of supply disruptions from Russia.  

(89) The five plants that may benefit from aid under this measure are currently 
mothballed and their potential operation foreseen in the security readiness would 
be for a very short period of time (see recitals (14) and (23)), meaning that works 
will be needed for them to become fully operational again in the electricity 
markets for an extended period, e.g. a full heating season. Germany has estimated 
that these plants could lead to substantial savings in gas overall (see recital (41)). 

(90) While the plants under the measure would in principle be allowed to operate until 
31 March 2024, the Commission notes that the purpose of the aid is to make them 
fit for running, including by a one-off grand revision, in order to be ready when 
needed, without supporting them when operating on the market. The Commission 
further notes that before issuing the statutory order giving to the plants the 
permission to operate, the authorities need to assess alternatives and 
environmental aspects. Finally, it is noted that Germany has committed that the 
first call period will not exceed 30 June 2023, upon which it is legally obliged to 
evaluate the impact and further need of the measure. It is recalled that under the 
measure call periods require an alert or emergency state (see recital (16)). 

(91) In light of the above, the Commission considers that in such a situation, market 
forces alone cannot be relied upon to sufficiently contribute to saving gas and to 
mitigate a possible gas shortage. By replacing certain gas quantities by lignite-
fired power generation, this measure is expected to save gas for this winter and, if 
need be, the plants are also available next winter and can be called upon in an 
alert or emergency state.  

(92) In view of the above considerations, the Commission concludes that the measure 
is necessary to achieve the objective. 

3.3.3. Appropriateness 

(93) The aid has to be well targeted to its objective to remedy a serious disturbance in 
the German economy. The measure must be an appropriate policy instrument to 
achieve the intended objective, that is to say there must not be any less distortive 
policy or aid instrument capable of achieving the same results. 
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(94) Point 26quater of the TCF states that “the Commission will consider on a 
case-by-case basis possible necessary, proportionate and appropriate aid, in line 
with the Commission Communication “Save gas for a safe winter”41 and the 
national gas security of supply emergency plans, in order to refurbish facilities 
that will contribute to replace gas, before the next winter and for a limited period 
of time, with another more polluting carbon fuel. Any such alternative carbon fuel 
must have the lowest possible emissions content, while the aid must be subject to 
energy efficiency efforts and avoid lock-in effects beyond the crisis, in line with 
EU climate objectives. Such measures can be aimed at both preemptively 
reducing the consumption of gas or to respond to mandatory reductions in 
natural gas demand, unless otherwise compensated.” 

(95) As noted on page 8 of the Communication "Save gas for a safe winter", without 
meaningful substitution efforts and demand reduction in the coming weeks, a 
severe gas disruption would have significant effects on the European economy 
and labour markets, and it would affect all Member States, directly or indirectly. 
The Commission thus recognised the risk of gas shortage for the coming winter 
and its effects on the economy. 

(96) The Commission also recalls that its Communication was clear that there is no 
single measure to reach these objectives but that action on many fronts is needed 
at the same time: “All efforts across Member States, in power generation, 
industries and households, should first focus on substitution possibilities that 
would enable to shift away from the use of natural gas, while always bearing in 
mind the trade-offs such choices may imply, as for instance, when (re-
)introducing for example coal into the mix, even on a temporary basis.” 

(97) Furthermore, the Commission noted on page 10 of that Communication "Save gas 
for a safe winter" that time-limited fuel switching measures towards more carbon-
intensive sources such as coal can be supported at the EU and Member State 
levels. However, such measures will need to be temporarily deployed, be 
combined with the necessary environmental safeguard clauses, and be put in place 
where no other cleaner solutions are possible. In addition, such measures should 
be designed in a way that does not compromise the medium term decarbonisation 
objectives and the need to accelerate the clean energy transition and minimises 
any increase in pollution and should not put under threat the overall long-term 
coal phase-out commitments taken by the Member States. Therefore, ensuring 
that they do not lead to future carbon lock-in is critical (p.14 of the 
Communication). 

(98) First, this measure is one of many other possible measures that can contribute to 
the overall objective. The Commission has outlined the serious economic 
consequences if the available measure were not taken. 

(99) Second, the lignite-fired power plants described in recital (14) are expected to 
substitute gas-fired electricity production in the power grids, as the costs of lignite 
production are lower. This will reduce natural gas consumption in Germany and 
Europe and thus contribute to reduce the risks associated with gas shortage. 

                                                 
41 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European 

Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions - "Save gas for a safe winter", 
COM/2022/360 final. 
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(100)  Third, the measure is temporarily deployed, addressing the risk of a gas shortage 
in the next two winters.  

(101) In addition, before issuing the statutory order inviting the lignite plants concerned 
by the measure to enter the market, Germany will consider the effects on the 
drinking water supply and will need to determine that the return of other, less 
emitting, fossil fuels is not sufficient to guarantee the supply of natural gas (see 
recital (16)). Germany will also carry out an evaluation within a year of the entry 
into force of the measure and examine the environmental impact of the measure, 
and also at the end of the measure, Germany will need to make swift proposals on 
how to compensate for any additional greenhouse gas emissions produced (see 
recital (28)-(30)). 

(102) Finally, the Commission stresses that the lignite plants under the measure are 
existing but “cold” plants. They are not new constructions, which would result in 
stranded assets in line with the Union’s climate policy. The aid is necessary only 
for their temporary refurbishment and readiness to operate, while the price 
formation on the market as such is left to private operators. These plants will be 
permanently shut down at the expiry of the measure, i.e. at the end of March 
2024, and that Germany reiterated that the measure does not affect its target for a 
complete coal phase-out by 2030. Under the premise of their definitive closure by 
31 March 2024, the measure thus does not lead to a future carbon lock-in. 

(103) The aid is given as a grant, while the payment is tied to a credible, strong claw 
back mechanism on the overall support. Therefore, this form of aid is appropriate.  

(104) Therefore, the Commission accepts that providing cost compensation as specified 
in recital to existing lignite plants to prepare them for coming back to the market 
in case of need and thereby to save on gas-fuelled electricity production is 
appropriate to save gas, and thus to remedy a serious disturbance to the economy.  

3.3.4. Proportionality, avoidance of undue distortions and balancing test 

(105) Aid must be proportionate, meaning that it must be limited to that necessary to 
achieve its stated objective, reducing to a minimum consequential distortions of 
competition. 

(106) The measure will, at the maximum, cover all costs to enable the plants to 
participate in the market until end of March 2024 at the latest. As outlined in 
recital (90), while the plants under the measure would in principle be allowed to 
operate until that date, the Commission notes that the purpose of the aid is to 
make them fit for running, including by a one-off grand revision, in order to be 
ready when needed, without supporting them when operating on the market. The 
Commission further notes that before issuing the statutory order giving to the 
plants the permission to operate, the authorities need to assess alternatives and 
environmental aspects. Finally, it is noted that Germany has committed that the 
first call period will not exceed 30 June 2023, upon which it is legally obliged to 
evaluate the impact and further need of the measure. It is recalled that under the 
measure call periods require an alert or emergency state (see recital (16)). The 
Commission therefore concludes that the duration of the measure is limited to the 
minimum necessary. 
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(107) At the same time, at the end of the measure there will be a settlement based on the 
actual costs incurred and the profits earned by the operators. The Commission 
positively notes that all payments by the State during the period of the measure 
are included in the settlement, which works like a claw back, however no 
payments are made by the State until the settlement. During the call periods, there 
will be no entitlement to cost compensation under the measure. The settlement 
formula preserves incentives for the operators to participate in the market also 
when profits are low, while with rising profits eventually lead to a full coverage 
of the eligible cost by the operators from the profits earned in the market. The 
measure essentially provides insurance to the operators that these costs are 
ultimately covered, either by the State or by market profits. The Commission 
considers that the settlement strikes a proportionate balance that makes sure that 
these plants operate in line with the stated objective of the measure. 

(108) The Commission also notes that the eligible costs to be compensated are limited 
to the cost categories described in recitals (20)-(22) and are in line with the 
objective of the measure, as they will allow the plants to become operational and 
to be ready to enter the market and provide additional generation capacity on a 
short-term basis and thereby contribute to save natural gas. There is no overlap in 
compensation between the Sicherheitsbereitschaft and this measure, as argued by 
Germany, as the eligible costs are different. All payments made by the State 
during the period of the measure are included in the settlement. This ensures that 
the aid is limited to the minimum necessary.  

(109) Germany estimates the total maximum budget of the measure at EUR 450 
million, based on: i) a non-recurring EUR […] million for the restoration costs 
(EUR […] million for each of the five power plants); and ii) EUR […] million by 
end of March 2024 for the standby expenses (total costs for all five power plants 
(1,9 GW) assuming annual fixed costs of an estimated EUR […] per MW per 
year). The Commission notes positively that the aid will be granted based on 
verified amounts (see recital (25)).  

(110) Therefore, in view of the above, the Commission considers that the measure is 
proportionate.  

(111) In light of the fact that the aid is necessary, appropriate and proportionate and 
leads to gas savings as called for by the Commission in its Communication “Save 
gas for a safe winter”, the distortive effects of the measure on competition appear 
to be limited and in any event they are outweighed when balanced against the 
positive effects of the measure as contributing to remedying the serious 
disturbance in question. 

3.3.5. Compliance with relevant Union law 

(112) If the supported activity or aid measure or the conditions attached to it, including 
its financing method when it forms an integral part of it, entail a violation of 
relevant Union law, the aid cannot be declared compatible with the internal 
market42. 

                                                 
42  Judgment of 22 September 2020, Austria v Commission, C-594/18 P, EU:C:2020:742, paragraph 44. 
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(113) State aid which contravenes provisions or general principles of Union law cannot 
be declared compatible with the internal market43. 

(114) If a State aid measure (including its financing method when it forms an integral 
part of it) entails aspects which are indissolubly linked to the object of the aid and 
which breach other provisions of Union law, such a breach could affect the 
assessment of compatibility of that State aid. 

(115) According to settled case law, any levy that has the aim of financing a State aid 
measure and forms an integral part of that measure needs to comply in particular 
with Articles 30 and 110 TFEU44.  

(116) For a levy to be regarded as forming an integral part of an aid measure, it must be 
hypothecated to the aid under the relevant national rules, in the sense that the 
revenue from the charge is necessarily allocated for the financing of the aid and 
has a direct impact on the amount of the aid and, consequently, on the assessment 
of the compatibility of that aid with the internal market.45 

(117) As regards the first of those conditions (revenue from the charge being 
necessarily allocated for the financing of the aid), it is recalled that the measure is 
financed fully and exclusively through existing network charges as described in 
recital (35). The party responsible of paying the support under the measure is the 
TSO against the claim of the beneficiaries of this measure. After TSOs have paid 
the support, the Federal Network Agency can make specifications in the network 
charges to take into account the costs incurred by the TSOs due to the costs of the 
measure and will pass these costs on to network users, who are responsible for 
paying the network charges. Hence, part of the revenue from the existing network 
charges will be allocated to offset the cost of support under the measure. The part 
of the revenues from the network charges are therefore necessarily allocated for 
the financing of the measure. As regards the second of those conditions (revenue 
from the charge having a direct impact on the aid amount), the Federal Network 
Agency may adjust the level of network charges to cover costs of the measure and 
thus pass these costs on to network users (see recital (35)). In light of the above, 
the Commission cannot exclude that that the network charges may have a direct 
impact on the amount of aid under the measure. 

(118) However, the Commission considers that it is not necessary, for the purposes of 
this decision, to decide whether the financing through network charges is 
hypothecated to the measure, since, for the reasons indicated below the financing 
mechanism, if it was considered hypothecated, would not breach Articles 30 and 
110 TFEU. 

                                                 
43  Judgment of 22 September 2020, Austria v Commission, C-594/18 P, EU:C:2020:742, paragraph 44. 
44 Judgment of 17 July 2008, Essent Netwerk Noord and Others, C-206/06, EU:C:2008:413, paragraphs 

40 to 59. 
45 Judgment of 22 December 2008, Régie Networks, C-333/07, EU:C:2008:764, paragraph 99 and the case 

law cited. 
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(119) It is recalled that, according to settled case law46, a charge, which is imposed on 
domestic and imported products according to the same criteria may nevertheless 
be prohibited by the Treaty if the revenue from such a charge is used to support 
activities that specifically benefit the taxed domestic products. Such a charge 
would include a levy if the advantages which that those products enjoy wholly 
offset the burden imposed on them, the effects of that charge are apparent only 
with regard to imported products and that charge constitutes a charge having 
equivalent effect to custom duties, contrary to Article 30 TFEU. If, on the other 
hand, those advantages only partly offset the burden borne by domestic products, 
the charge in question constitutes discriminatory taxation for the purposes of 
Article 110 TFEU and will be contrary to this provision as regards the proportion 
used to offset the burden borne by the domestic products. In the present case, the 
Commission considers that the surcharge, if it was considered hypothecated, 
would not breach Articles 30 and 110 TFEU for the reasons set out below. 

(120) The Commission needs to verify whether the pass-on through network charges 
constitutes a tax or a charge having equivalent effect, which discriminates in 
favour of German production of electricity, on the one hand, and such production 
imported from other Member States, on the other hand. This is not the case for the 
reasons set out below.  

(121) First, the measure ensures the operational readiness of certain lignite-fired power 
plants and does not support their production activity, if and when those plants are 
called on to operate. As explained in recitals (21) and (25), the measure covers the 
restoration costs and standby expenses incurred by the operators of those plants, 
while it provides for a claw-back mechanism ensuring the settlement of those 
costs against the profits that the plants may generate on the market. 

(122) Second, the measure does not aim at increasing electricity production but at 
reducing gas demand. Electricity and gas are two different goods. The activation 
of the plants through the ordinance is based on alert or emergency level in the 
national gas emergency plan based on the national situation. 

(123) Third, the measure does not distort the normal market functioning, as the dispatch 
of power plants will remain determined by the merit order.  

(124) Fourth, the payments do not discriminate between production in Germany and 
other Member States, which are not in a comparable legal or factual situation. The 
power plants under this measure have been mothballed by legislation of the 
German State. Bringing these plants back into a temporary availability mode is 
only possible through a measure in Germany and thus cannot impact on power 
plants mothballed in other Member States, which are therefore in a different 
situation.  

(125) The Commission has not identified provisions or general principles of Union law 
which would be violated by the specific aid measure under examination. 

                                                 
46  Judgments of 11 March 1992, Compagnie Commerciale de l’Ouest and Others, C-78/90 to C-83/90, 

EU:C:1992:118, paragraph 27; and of 27 October 1993, Scharbatke, C-72/92, EU:C:1993:858, 
paragraph 10; see also, to that effect, judgment and of 17 July 2008, Essent Netwerk Noord and Others, 
C-206/06, EU:C:2008:413, paragraphs 40 to 57. 
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(126) This is without prejudice to the prerogative of the Commission to initiate 
infringement procedures against a Member State for breach of Union law. 

3.3.6. Conclusion on the compatibility of the measure 

(127) The Commission therefore considers that the measure is necessary, appropriate 
and proportionate to remedy a serious disturbance in the economy of a Member 
State pursuant to Article 107(3)(b) TFEU. 

4. AUTHENTIC LANGUAGE  

(128) As mentioned in recital (3), the German authorities have accepted to have the 
decision adopted and notified in English. The authentic language will therefore be 
English. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The Commission has accordingly decided not to raise objections to the aid on the 
grounds that it is compatible with the internal market pursuant to Article 107(3)(b) of the 
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union.  

Yours faithfully,  

For the Commission 

Margrethe VESTAGER 
Executive Vice-President 
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